VISITOR INFORMATION
ON THE PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING CARRIED OUT WITH VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
(EU Regulation 2016/679)

Purposes, methods and lawful basis of the data processing
Autostrada del Brennero S.p.A. as data controller, pursuant to Article 13 EU Regulation of April 27, 2016 no. 679 “General Data Protection Regulation” and to point 3.1 of the Data Authority Act for the protection of personal data in relation to video surveillance – April 8, 2010, we hereby inform you that a video surveillance system – with video recordings – is active in the external and internal areas for the protection of individuals and safeguarding of company assets. The lawful basis for this data processing are the legitimate interests of the Data Controller. In compliance with the legislation in force, specific notices inform data subjects that they are entering or they are in an area with video surveillance.

Necessity of the data processing
The video surveillance system is indispensable as a deterrent and as a means for safeguarding Company property and for the safety of individuals. Data processing is necessary for these purposes.

Duration of data processing
Once recorded, the images are kept for a maximum of 72 hours from their detection.

Recipients of personal data
For the above purposes the images may be viewed through a dedicated monitor by specifically authorized personnel from the Company and the company entrusted with the night security service (Sicuritalia S.p.A.). Viewing and extraction of the recorded images is restricted to the system administrators and company personnel specifically authorized by the Delegated Controllers. The updated list of the authorized persons is available from the Data Protection Officer (DPO).

In the event of a criminal occurrence and with the authorization of the Delegated Controller, the images recorded will be transferred onto an IT support to be delivered to the competent legal authorities.

Data subject rights
You are notified that, with regard to the data and at any time, the data subject may exercise the rights provided for in Chapter 3 of the Regulation. In particular, the right to ask the Data Controller for access to the data collected on them, for their deletion and restriction of processing, as well as exercising the other rights granted by the applicable legislation. These rights can be exercised by sending a letter by post to the Data Protection Officer (DPO), domiciled for duties at the Data Controller’s headquarters, or by email sent to the following address: privacy@autobrennero.it

Pursuant to the Article 77 of the EU Regulation 2016/679, the User also has the right to lodge a complaint with the Data Protection Authority if they believe that the processing violates the Regulation.

Contact information of the Data Controller and Data Protection Officer
Data Controller for personal data processing is Autostrada del Brennero S.p.A. with headquarters in Via Berlino 10, 38121, Trento, Italy. The Data Protection Officer (DPO) is domiciled for duties at the Data Controller’s headquarters and can be contacted through the following means: Tel 0461 212611 – email privacy@autobrennero.it